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DR111 LED REFLECTOR ADV - GU10

* Base: GU10

* Working at mains, non trasformer needed.

* Using High Power SHARP LEDs.

* Fuse for mains protection.

* Working position: universal.

* Warm white colour temperature.

* Reflector effect: the light source is covered exactly like in traditional halogen DR111
lamps, therefore the same anti-glare effect is obtained with an even better diffused,
shadow free, light distribution.

* Unique design of the heat sink: improves the efficiency of heat dissipation.

* DR111 REFLECTOR ADV 15W is available upon request. Available also with 12° and
35° openings.

Item Characteristics

396 gWeight

103 mmLenght

111 mmDiameter

24Opening beam

3000 KColour temperature

Warm WhiteLight Tonality

759 LUMENNominal Flux

GU10Base

15 WNominal Power

220-240 VLamp Voltage

08058Code

Performance

79 WEquivalence with incandescent lamp

AEnergy Class

30000 hLifetime

80Irc/Ra

F65Photometry

5585Axis cd

Tech Info

2006/95/CE ;2004/108/CE ;2011/65/UE
;2002/96/CE ;EN 61547 ;EN 55015 ;EN 61000-
3-2 ;EN 61000-3-3 ;EN 62471 ;IEC/TR 62471-

2;EN 62031 ;EN 60061-1 ;EN 60061-3 ;EN
62560;EN 60968 ;

Fulfilled Directives and norms

70LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

0Mercury (mg)

<0,2sLamp start time

Instant Full LightWarm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

0,94Power Factor

100000Number of ON-OFF cycles
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Sectrocolorimetry and Photometry

Shipping info

8011905778774Master barcode

8011905833497Item barcode

1 pzPack
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